ANA LUXEAT FILM
Culinary Journeys Film

Ikigai

Ikigai is described as the secret to a long and happy life.
It’s a Japanese concept that translates as "a reason for being.”; the
source of value in one's life.
ANA seeks to provide treasured memories for its guests throughout
their experience. They now wish to go further and create unforgettable
experiences beyond the realms of flight. As well as bring the culture of
Japan, of which they are so proud, to ‘people’ around the world.
The experience being organised and offered in London is rare in its
quality, with some attendees and guest coming from Japan, just to
witness these chefs together.

Production style

CNN Create will produce a 2 minute branded content film following the three shokunins as they explore
the finest ingredients available in London. Connecting with suppliers and producers who also see their
specialism as their ikigai.
The film will show the three shokunins exploring London locations synonymous with their specialist
cuisine, sourcing ingredients, then preparing and cooking at the unique ANA LUXEAT event.
The whole film will rest on interviews filmed with the chefs where their approach to cooking and ikigai will
be illuminated. They will answer in Japanese and be subtitled in the final film.
Filmed as a stylised documentary, each chef will talk about the ways in which their ikigai has carved the
path of their lives and how it sustains them on that path as they strive to fulfil their purpose.
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A five star restaurant. The kitchen is working hard; a vibrant
tumult of chopping, beating, frying and voices.
CU of Kentaro Nakahara, chef and craftsman. He’s shot in slow
motion, gripped in concentration. The sound falls away.
Kentaro’s voice speaks over the images.
Kentaro Nakahara VO
Ikigai is the name we give to that which drives you in life. It is
personal and it is powerful.
As he speaks, his name and title appear on screen.
Kentaro Nakahara
Wagyu Beef Master
The slow speed footage accentuates his focus and
determination, the ikigai driving him to reach perfection.

Kouji Kimura VO
Cooking does not take place only in the kitchen.
Again, as he speaks, his name and title appear on screen.
Kouji Kimura
Aged-Sushi Master
Kouji Kimura VO
The ingredients, they’re important, yes…
The final shokunin blocks out the world to complete his fine
work. Watching tempura bubble in oil, waiting for the moment to
cut the heat and deliver the lightest possible batter.
Shuji Niitome VO
but never more important than our guests.
His name and title appear on screen.

Kentaro Nakahara VO
It is why you get up each morning and what you plan for for the
following morning.
Another craftsman, or shokunin, Kouji Kimura, is also gripped in
slow motion determination, amidst the furious activites around
him.

Shuji Niitome
Tempura Master
As food is plated by each chef, the screen splits into three;
echoing the shapes in the ANA logo. In this way, one bowl is
split, visually, into three slices. Each slice contains a different
dish by a different chef.
Exact dialogue will come from interviews and may differ.
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A dish is taken out to the eager guests. They eat; not to quell
hunger, but to indulge in the flavour and texture of the fine food
presented to them.
SHUJI NIITOME VO
To this end, Ikigai, for me, is to create exceptional experiences
and memories for my guests.

Back in the fish shop, Mr Kimura examines a whole fish, the
fishmonger at his side. Kimura feels the fish’s flesh, enjoying its
quality. He shows details to the fishmonger. They discuss
intensely. The fish is cut, revealing it’s rich colour and texture.
SHUJI NIITOME VO
What is perfection?

Again the screen splits into three. In each slice we see one of
the chefs already identified, in their kitchen. The split screening
evaporates to reveal that they are, in fact, all together in the
same kitchen.

Now Mr Niitome is in the interview setting.

Title card:

Now, at Borough market, Mr Niitome scrutinises vegetables.

職⼈人の精神
The Craftsman’s Spirit
(Shokunin kishitsu)
Kouji Kimura walks through busy London streets. He enters
Moxons, a fine fishmongers. Greets the staff. Beautiful fish and
seafood nestled in the ice on the counter.
KOUJI KIMURA VO
My purpose is to deliver the very best food I can to my guests.
Mr Kimura continues to speak. He’s now in an interview setting.
KOUJI KIMURA
What greater respect can I have for this calling, this ikigai, than to
bring to it perfection at every stage of the process?

SHUJI NIITOME
No two steaks, no two fish are the same. Each one is unique

SHUJI NIITOME VO
It is imperfection that makes it so.
The grocer guides him through the best of her produce.
Encouraging him to snap stalks and press into flesh, to
experience the quality.
KENTARO NAKAHARA VO
Imperfection brings surprise and wonder.
Mr Nakahara is walks amongst the hanging meat in a large
wholesale butchers facility. He is brought before a huge
Himalayan salt wall in the aging room.
KENTARO NAKAHARA VO
And new discoveries.

Exact dialogue will come from interviews and may differ.
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Now Mr Nakahara is in the interview setting.
Plate is laid before the guest. They eat and enjoy.
KENTARO NAKAHARA
The result is a special experience; a moment.

KOUJI KIMURA VO
In that way, they are, perhaps, the most important ingredient.

Back to the restaurant and into the kitchen. The three chefs work
intently on their creations once again. Now we understand their
intensity better. We see more shots of the kitchen around them
and their place within it.
KOUJI KIMURA VO
Where everything comes together
The whole kitchen works with urgency, yet also care and
precision.
SHUJI NIITOME VO
As unique as the guest who receives it.
They each finish their dish and present it for going to table.
KENTARO NAKAHARA VO
and enjoyed longest in the memory.
The plates are taken out into the restaurant.
SHUJI NIITOME VO
Ikigai drives me to create amazing experiences and memories
for my guests.

Exact dialogue will come from interviews and may differ.
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